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* Extract from the testimony taken by the committee on privileges and

*:♦ elections of the United States Senate in the case of the contested seat of 
«$* ^ «$»
❖ Senator Reed Smoot, of Utah, the witness being President Joseph F. Smith, *

X head of the Mormon church :
♦ t

The Chairman—Do yon obey the law in having five wives at this time 

and having them bear you eleven children since the manifesto of 1890?

♦
*

Mr. Smith—Mr. Chairman, I have not claimed that in that case I have *

I do not claim so, and, as I have said before, 4»* obeyed the law of the land.

* I prefer to stand my chances against the law. I should like to repeat in 

X connection with this question that it is a well-known fact throughout all Utah, T 
X and 1 have never sought to disguise that fact in the least or to disclaim it, % 
$ that I have five wives in Utah. My friends all know that—Gentiles, Jews %

* and Mormons. They all know that I have five wives. * *
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In its report the committee, considering the above testimony, said :

“The committee was astounded to hear, from this head of the church t
: • V

% itself, not only that he believed in the rightfulness of polygamy as an abstract X 
$ principle, but that he himself was daily exemplifying his belief by living in * 

X open and notorious polygamy in the capital city of the great State of Utah,

X and had been ever since the manifesto, and, more than that, that he pro- * 

X posed to continue the practice so long as he pleased, defiantly asserting that * 
% ‘the Congress of the United States has no business with my private conduct/ * 
% We were amazed to learn from this head saint and seer, this prophet and % 
% revelator, this mouthpiece of God, this shepherd of a patient and suffering * 

X flock, this convicted and amnestied offender against law and decency, whose % 

J faith and honor had been hypothecated - for himself and his followers for *
♦ ^ V

X observance of the law, confess that he was now living with five
* his wives and had been ever since 1890 in open defiance of divine and human 

t statutes, and had had forty-two children, eleven of whom had been born to
* him since the manifesto.’’
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